**1958-62 Corvette Floor Mount Installation Instructions**

For Part #'s 1010720010, 1010720020, 1010720051, 1020720030, 1020720040

**1958-62 Corvette Floor Mount:**

First slide the clamp up the column. You may want to wrap tape around the bottom of the column so you don’t scratch it during installation. Next, slide the metal Floor Mount onto the column with the tabs facing upward (towards the clamp). Then slide the gasket onto the column. Once you have your column in place tighten the Floor Mount & Gasket to the floor. You can then tighten the clamp around the column and the Floor Mount tabs.

*PLEASE NOTE:* The enclosed floor mount has a “hot dip” black oxide finish. It would be important to put a permanent finish on it before you install this floor mount.

*Images are representations only. The shape/size of the Corvette floor mount will differ.*